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ABSTRACT'

Dur,ing the ninety-eight years since Abraham Lincoln
signe d the Land Grant College Act, American colleges and universities

have prodigiously expanded. and extended the activities begun even
earlier by alert pioneers. Nb longer do they limit themielves to the`
polite learning of interest to the republic, of letters. Their
services, for agriculture and industry sketched here illustrate
developments and achievempnts not only in the "usefurarts and
sciences" but alsd in the fundamental knowledge underlying then and
moderp civilization generally. In sum, American higher education has
become integrated with every concern of the nation that requires 4'
substantial intelligence and advanced training. (Author)
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THE clERVICES PERFORMED BY AMERICAN COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES FOR AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY*

r-

'W. H. Cowley, David Jacks Professor of Higher Education, Stanford University

Duringrthe decade I spent it Ohio State University, I learned

4)
of the incalculable importance in American life of land grant colleges and universities

and early during my studiesotthe history

of higher education I concluded that the 1862 Act of Congress which

established them must be judged the mostsignificant piece of higher
educational legislation ever passed in this country.

It began a new

era and his sent ripples eveiaCinto the smallesi'boves and creeks of
American eddcation.

More important, it has helped spur and channel

the nation's development.

Few if any students of American higher

.

eddcation value and acclaim the work of land-grant institutions more
than I.

Conspicuously productivells these colleges -and universities have

been and are, however, I must confess that the prideful opinions of
sane of their spokesmen troddle te..' The most unrestrained of them
,

..

give the impression that American higher education' stood stock still
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until the appearance-of the land-grant instituions and that they,
and they alone, must be credited with getting in motion the concepts
and°procedures that have integrated our colleges and universities
with the workaday interests and needs.'of the nation.
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herein to demonstrate the unsoundness of this opinion without, I
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hope, depreciating the enormous value of the historical and current
.

influences of land-grant.colleges and universities.
'. -.:

.

The topic under diSCussion, it should be observed -canatitutee
i

a sub-division:of the,larger subject cited in, the last paragraph,
.
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namely, the integration of American colleges and universities into
the 1

e of the nation.

Until about a century ago higher edUcational

inst tutions ministered almost exclusively to young men destined for
th 'so-called "learned professions" and the now-almost-forgotten
.
i

"i7
eisure class," but todayAheyeerve people of both sexes and all
/

/ages with a myriad of vocational and avocAtional interests. 'By means,
/ moreover, of the relatively new functions of advanced instruction, research, and consultation services they directly or indirectly influence .the lives of every American and countless people in other coun-tries.

A review of why and how this fertile change has 'occurred can

throw useful lights upon the topic of this memorandum, and hence, it
'begins with such an over-all review.

Succeeding sections sketch the

histo ry and present status of the services performed by American col-

leges apd universities for agriculture and'industry.

The Integration of American Colleges and
Universities into the Life of the Nation

The nine colonial colleges contributed brilliantly to their
times.

The population of two and a half million Americans in 1776

included only about two thousand graduates of the nine colleges, but
the fifty-six sigpers.of the Declaration of Independdhce numbered
eighteen of'thein Tram five of the nine: Harvard eight, Yale four,
William and Mary three, Pennsylveinia two, Princeton one.

Of the

committee of five appointed by the Continental Congress to draft
) the Declaration, three had graduated from.coldnial colleges: Jefferson

from William and Mary, John Adams kram Harvard, and Robert R. Livingstone

3
from Columbia.

The other two had not attended college; but Franklii\

had been the chief founder of the University of Pennsylvania, and
Roger Sherman was Treasurer of Yale.
.

V

The coldnial colleges also had graduated 102 of the 349 members
of the Continental Congress -- Prinbeton twenty-nine, Yale twenty-four,

Harvard.tventy-three, William and Mary twelve, Pennsylvania eight,
Columbi

four, and Brown and.Rutgers one each.

Only Dartmouth con-

trfbuted no,members, but it had been established just a few years
before the outbreak of the Revolution in out-of-the-way New Hampshire
and did not graduate its first class until 1771.
Of the four members of Washington's first cabinet, the colonial
colleges produced three: Jefferson and Randolph of William and Mary
and Hamilton of Columbia.

The three young men who persualed New

York through the Federalist Papers'to ratify the Constitution, thus
Saving it from,defeat nationally, had all been educated in the col-

onia1 colleges: Hamilton and Jay at Columbia and Madison at Princeton.
These artObut a few of the facts that can be cited to illustrate
the importance of the colonial colleges in the early life of the nation.

The classical education they gave became outmoded during the

nineteenth century, but,it equipped the men of the colonial period
with both the knoWledge andNthe impetus they needed to be equal to

the problem of their fatefUl times.
During the very year of the,signing of the Declaration of Independence, however, a number of other less celebgated events occurred
which signalled, the beginning of a new age-and hence the outmoding

not only of the programs of American colleges but also those of

European univer ities.

into operation

These events of 1776 included (1) the puttinE410

f' -two of James Watt's steam engines, one in a coal

mine and the oth r in :an ironworks, a circumstance that presaged. the,

.

`end of the long Age of Muscle Power and the beginning.of the Age of

Machine Power; (2) the reading by Antoine Lavoisier of a paper before
the French AcadeMy.of Sciences anticipating his later promulgation of
the.law of combustion, a concept that led to the initiation of the
New Chemistry and thereby to an,enOrMous leap forward in all the
physical sciences; (3) the publication of Adam Smith's The Wealth ofp
#L.

Nations, a work which stated 'the principles that made it possible
for`' entrepreneurs to exploit the steal engine and the flood of other

new machines and processes conceived by inventors and scientists;
(4), the submission to the Virginia House of Burgessei by Thomas

Jefferson and four absociates of a'seriep of bills proposing new
stetutei for that state including thoseoutlawing primogeniture and
entails and another establishing religious freedom, bills which
Jefferson declared would establish a system of government from which
"every

fibre would be eradicated of ancient and futilre aristocracym

1
;

o

and (5) the presentation by the French encyclopedist,Denis Diderot to

Catherine the Great of Bussia of a plan for the university at St.

Petersburg that she contemplated founding, an amaing document which
prophetically described tie comprehensive American university that
began to emerge a century later.
These and other portentous developments of 1776 and surrounding

1. Autobiography, Monticello edition, 1904, 73-74.
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years commingled to sound,taps on the Age of Muscle Power and reveille
for the Age of Machine Power.

They also largely nullified the value

of the'literary education given bythe colonial collees.
age required educational conceptions and processes

Use new

at could pro-

duce the manpowerneeded to direct and use the new nergies -- social
/
as well as physical -- becoming available with f
stic rapidity
to men end. nations:

It also required massive huantities of.new

/,
4

_tedge and large nuaibdts of abecialists to develop and to disseminate
)1,

it among the'managers and workers, of the,. fast developing new-type
1).

agricultural", commercial, industrial, political, and social institu-

tions spawned by the new forcesisa.the world.
A feW discerning men foresaw the advent of-the new era and recognized its intellectual and. educational implications.

These in-

eluded Benjamin Franklin who anticipated the =ming age even before
its dawning as witness his 1749 pamphlet Proposals Relating to the
Bducation.of Youth in Pensilvania and his efforts some years later

to Introduce applied,science and commercial subjects -into the curri-

culum ofthe Acadtay and College of Philadelphia (the University of
Pennsylvania since 1791) whose original board of trustees he chaired.
Franklin' also influenced the first president of King's College

(Columbia since 1784) whose initial announcement concerning the

studies of'the new institution included the following passage:
it is further the Design of this College, to instruct
and perfect the YOuth in the Learned Languages, and in the
Arts of reasons
exactly, of writing correctly, :and speaking
_eloquent ; and in the Arts of numbering 'and measuring; of
Surveying end Nayigation, of 2....qmq and History,. of Husbandry, Commerce, and Government, and in the Knowledge of. all
Nature in the Heavens above us, and in the Air, Water, and Earth
aro-77m us, and igi.-Wribus kinds of Meteors, Stones, Mines,-ERMixteal
Plants and Animals, and everythir useful fore

6

Comfort, the Convenience and Elegance of Life, in the Manufac-tures relating to these Things: And finally, to lead i5FirWang
the Study of Nature ti the Knowledge of themselves, and of the
God of Nature
.

This statement proposed a curriculum that would cover the whole
range of human interest; but, like similar propOsals made by other
p,

pioneer statesmen and educators during the next century, it did not
take hold for at least four reasons.
In the first place, the American colonial colleges and. their
successors for an extended period served those in or desiring to became members. of "the ruling-ilassea."

Not a few of their students

came from economically underprivileged families who sought a college
education to'iMprove their lot in life, that is, to promote what would
today be called upward social mobility.

Otherifise expressed, they

desired to be "gentlemen"; and that meant that upon graduation they

would enter the occupations open to gentlemen: theichurch, law, medicines and public life. -Some became gentlemen farmers, and a few

entered the businesses of their non - college fathers;'but predominaAgY
they steered clear of occupations related to commerce and industry
for the reason that, ever 'since Plato and Ariatotle poured their con-

temp

upon them, all utilitarian careers had been consideredbeneath/

the dignity of gentlem
Even late-in the n4Aeteenth century this attitude continued to
thrive in same colleges as witness the statement of James H. Tuft0
re

of the Amherst Class of 1884 that the plans of a classmate to bee

I. New York Gazette and Weekly Post Hob June 3, 1754.
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a businessman led to critical gossip.

The proposal of President

Samuel Johnson of King's College that the colleges offer "useful"
courses in "husbandry, commerce, and manufactures" could make but
slow headway in the face of suchideei-seated opposition to the
"servilemzitudies."
UsefUl it
ti

courses came into the4curriculum slowly for a second

reason, namelyt the conviction of college authorities that Greek and
Latin literature encompassed the wisdom of-the ages and could belleelected anly'at great peril to the health of society.
,

President

Josiah Quincy of Harvard voiced the opinionpf the great majority of
.pre-Civil War educators on this score when lie wrote in 1840:
At the present day, indefinite desires for the .improvement of
all public literary institutions press from without, while a
natural fear of attempts at impracticable innovations is existing within.
An age, almost'lawliss-from-love-otqfberty, is
calling for restraints to -"ie-Practised_inthiemihiCh it neglects
to teach byexample, and shows no dispositioft to enforce elsewhere; clamorous that institutions of learning should keep pace
with its spirit, without inquiring whether this spirit be of a
permanent or transitory character . . .
They Lthe collegeg !Should defer action until aftergi thorough
understanding,of the true relations of the subject, and a fair
comparison of,the views of practical men within, and of practical men without, the institution; remembering that the safe
ways ire the trodden paths; that the new, though tempting, are
often ,certain; and their-termination unknown; that to follow
public
ions is easy and popular, but that +Il
cis opinion is
not always sound, and is liable to be corrupt; that the schemes
of the present time are apt_to be, urgent andspelfish,,but the
wisdom of antiquity is ever unobtrusive and disinterested.
The measure of intellectual greatness is not the average breadth
of every man's span, at the present day, but the broad and muscular palm of those giants of former times, which they have
left apparent and chiselled upon works little less admirable
than those of,nature herself, and imperishable as her mountains.

1. Josiah Quincy,. The History of Harvard Unimersity, 2:456 -4S7.
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The Conteit of this statement brings into focus the third reason thlt
,-

American colleges shunned "usefUl" subjects, to wit, they were "literarr Semi laries" devoted to the .noncems of 'the republic/ of letters"

and not to those of society as a:whole.
The medieval universities primarily and sane of them "alinost

exclusively 5erg oCcupea/with professional educationbut the
Renaissance Iiad converted the two English univerbities into agggies
for civilizing the." sons of the

landed, gentry and of the rising

cantile clasS"enriched.byribne woolens trade and.§verseas commeree."2
These new -type students had no interest in the dialectical hair-

splitting Of the medieval liberal arts.and little in professional
training.

.

They sought, instead what went by tye name of "polity learnO

ini0" that isithe social polish - that ErasmUs and other "hUmanists"
declared could be theirs. it they studied the Classics of Greece and'
Pique.

/
This educational emphasis crossed2.th4 Atlantic with the colon-

,

iitS; and although the tern" "polite lear4ng"did not prosper in the

,

Anierican atmosphere, the colOniai colleges

lished in their tradition gave theirchief a

d those later petal),

egiance to the interests

of "the republic of letteri".and generally ne lected'other sectors
of the community. :As William Graham': Stunner pointed. out as late as
.

2883, they habitually looked upon;econanically useful subjects as

1. Hastings Rashdallr m,
1936 revision, 3:461.

Unlvers'ities of/Europe in the Middle Ages,

2. SamhelEliot,Moriscn, The Founding Of Harvard College, 1935, 54.

1

vulgar and hence inadmissible to their curriculums.

The three reasons just cited for the slow develppment of broad
programs of study in American collegeb and universities do not tell
the whole story, but they suffice to introduce, thek fourtititand per-

haps most potent of all the reasons for educatioaal retardation,
namely, the lack off:awareness of educators and of all but a handfUl

of the intelligentsia:that a new era had7begurivan era to be dominated by 9pssive new forces and by such'novel or neglected concepts
cps Progress,/ Evolution, Nationalism, and Democracy.

Pregident Quincy

of Harvard could not have composed. the statement quoted two pages

back had he comprehended the significance of such events, as the
p tenting that year, of Samuel F. H:plcaiens device for s nding messa es over, wires; nor could the Yale Faculty of 1828 have written
its famous denunciation .o'ethe new demands being made of he colleges,'

had it understood the implications of the laying of the

ils of the

first American "steam road!' in BaltiMore that Fourth of July; nor

could the utilitarian program of the University of London, founded
that same year, have been greeted by'Oxford, Cambridge, and their
,

adherents as a "new- tangled scheme of pantology!

1

had they ,discerned

the Import of the Corn Law presented to Parliament':in mid-July.
As observed earlier, however, perceptible people like Benjamin
Franklin sensed the end of the long Agrarian Epoch and the onrushing of the Technological Era.

These menmmtabout the arduouS and

unfavored business of integrating the schools and higher educational
!

1. Mark Pattisan, Oxford' Studies, 1855, 262.

1.
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institutions of the country with the broadening activities, inter
este, and needs of Americans.

In the follow

ans

describe

their accomplishments-in the two fields named in the title.

Agriculture

The practicentric RaMans had an abiding inte
.

and adaptations of.the bOOks about;it Written near the beg
the Christian era by Columella, Pliny the Elder, and Varro continued

t o be aathoritatinto the eighteenth century.

Recent investige

t ions have .shown that inventions such as the horse collar and the

horseshoe.(productepf the tenth century) led to improVements in
agriculture,:but'the learned-world did not contribute to these develop-

ments... Primard*preoccupied with theocentric and logocentric
\,

problems, it l
men.

such-"servile" matters to unlettered and-"vulgar"

Not 44 1 the nineteenth century would the academic world be

forced

tancea and the proddinga C7fNseiinal\thinkers to at-

tend to the cldest and most essential of human arts at'l. industries,

'Industrializat4n, urban growth; and population increase constituted, the chief circumstances.

These created agricultural probfhb

.

that triggered the imagination of men endowed with mechanical
skilland- late in the, eighteenth century E)Li Whitney invented the

cotta

gin and Newbold and Wood the first crude iron plows.

In rapid

succession thereafter came the grain cradle, the hay rake, the

reaper, the threshing machine, andscores of other new farming im-

;p1

ess

ts.14eanWhile President Washington ihis messages to Con urged

e_insistent necessity of improved agrAculturel knowledge.

-

11

11.
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Jefferson

a working farmer when not in public service, similarly
.

encouraged agriculture which he had discussed in detail in his-Notes
on the State of Virginia and in his letters concerning the gubjects
c,

to'te studied at his brain-child, the University of Virginia.

-

Agriculture inevitably preoccupied the interests of Americans.
since in 1800 just over ninety-six percent of the nation's population

lived on farms or in villages primakilvdependent Upon them..
New
Yovkl which had just passed Philadelphia to become the largegt city,
had 60,515 inhabitants;Nbut its econamy rested largely upon agricul-

Me

tgre and. associated. industries and ccomercial enterprises.
,

transportatic. f farm products and of merchandise for farmers over
the"Erie Canal, opened in 1825, gave it the name of the Empire State.
Ai I shall describe later, Professor John Kemp of Columbia College

Proposed the canal to his student DeWitt Clinton, its energetic pro%

moter.

In 1791Kemp also helped organize.the.New York Society for

'the Promotion of Agriculture, Arts, and Manufactures which had counterparts in. other states.
4

\

lhesei .societies beqame earnest advocates of the utilitarian ed-

ucationhat the C011egesltraditionally limited to serving the republic of letters,, disdained and ignored.

Theii acti:ities led during

the third and fourth decades of the century to the este lishment of
1

numerous manual labor schools and colleges in which students both
%

0

did farm labor, but the plan proved impracticable.

Thus

ublic institutions exclusively or primarily devoted to
1 education came up an the scene in at leastieight states

begiaZin.gith Del Ware and Vermont in 1834.

None brosperedy hag-

ever, until after the paisag6 of the Land G

t College Act in 1862.

'

f
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In the interim. Yale became the nation's Pioneering center of agricultural education,' research, and service.

In 1846-47 two young Private,kcientific entrepreneurs induced

Yale to let them use ite name inthefr.successful effort to establish
scientific agriculture as a recognized academic pursuit.
I

They were

.

John Pitkin Norton and Benjamin Silliman, Jr., the latter the son of

Yale's distinguished Professor of Chemistry, Ainerology Pharniacy,
and Geology who began his teaching career in 1802.

In the summer of

1846 the elder Silliman presented:to the Yale Corioration.a document,
written by his son, entitled "Proposals for Establishing a Chair of.
Agricultural Chemistry and Vegetable and Animal Physiology.'" The
Corporation approvedithe proposal in August and a year later ap-.
pointed Norton, aged, twenty-four, to the professorship named therein

and young Silliman, aged thirty, "professor of chemistry,and the
kindred_scienCes as applied to .the arts."
Yale, however, gave no money' for the support of the venture; and,

in the Words of one of its historiansit is more than doubtful if
)

it would have given it" since the impression "seemed generally' to

prevail that chemistry, like virtue, must be its awn tgward."1
Norton and Silliman therefore used theirlown funds to'*rt4a building
for their laboratory and to buy equipment.'

Their triiccme consisted-of

the fees paid bytheir students -- eight,during t4. first year-and
eleven during the second.

They called their

ect

leSchool

of Chemistry which, to give the two young adventurers faculty status,

1.. W. L. Kingsley, Yale College: A Sketch of

ts History, 1879, 2:106.
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the Corporation made a division of the created -for- that - purpose Department 9f Philosophy and the Arts.

Their little school constituted

"the arts," a term which id thotie days referred more frequently
to
the utilitarian than to the libetal arts.
The.interesting but couplex story cannot here by told of haw
Norton's death in 1852 led to Yale's unenthusiaitic acceptance of

,responsibility for the School of Chemistry, how it evolved into. the
Yale Scientific School and then into Sheffield Salentine School,
and how the Department of PhilosophY and the Arts became the Yale
Graduate School and in 1861:conferred the first American. Ph.D. degree.

No less interesting and mo7 relevant in this context are the
,f7

facts about the work in agriculture done by Norton and his
successors.
Ai a boy Norton, pan of a wealthy Connecticut farmer, had de-

f

cided to learn, about the scientific farming that Sir Humphry Davy's
r.`

1813 book Elements of Agricultural Chemistry had initiated in England

and to a degreein the UnitedStatee..

Having no interest in the alas-

sical languages, he' did not vnter,Yale College but instead studied
as a private student of the elder. Willman who arranged. for him to
,,
.

go, abroad for advanced instruction at the University of Edinburgh

and the University of Utrecht.

Thei4k he learned of the momentous

studies and methods.of Professor Justts von Liebig of the UniMersity
of Giessen who in 1840 had published his history-making Organic

Chemistry A lied to Agriculture.
Even b fore returning home Norton began his own studies in
agricultural chemistry and won a prize of fifty sovereigns from the
Highland Agricultural Society for a paper on oats.

wither articles

This he followed

published in the American Journal of Arts and'

14

,

Sciences which the senior Silliman owned and edited.

They related

to the diseases of potatoes and to the protein content of almonds,
oats, and peas.

His death from overwork soon after his thirtieth

birthday ended the career of the first American professor of agriculture and' of.the man who, more than any other, initiated scientific
ti

efforts to improve the procedUres and products of American farmers,
stockbreeders, and:the rapidly expanding agricultural'indiatries.
The extraordinary development of state-supported, agricultural

colleges during the last quarter of the nineteenth century led th
Sheffield Scientific

chool to discontinue work in the subject in

1
1903,

but Notton's successors carried on what he started.

This in-

cluded not only resident.instruction_and.research. but also continous
services for national agricultural' enterprises.

Thus John A. Porter,

a student of.Liebig's whosaseumed Norton's professorship in 1852,
pranoted the land-grant college movement by four years later publish.

ing his "Plan of an Agricultural School".and by bringing together in
New Haven several hundred dtagricultural leaders at en 1860 coiference

on the latest scientific'findings in their field.

He also solicited

their support of the legislation pending in pc:egret's relating both

to the Morrill Act and to the proposed United States Department of
Agriculture.

President Lincoln signed the act establishing the latter

1. Harvard, which began agricultural instruction in 1869,. abandoned
it in-1907 after granting only a.-few dozen S. Agri. D. degrees.
Six years earlier it had also °lobed its"Veteritary School after
a life*ofnineVeen years.
In' these fields Harvard could not compete successfUlly with tie Massachusetts Agricultural College at
Amherst and with Cornell.

5
.

seven weeks before the former, and beyond dolpt Porter's conference
helped, ensure both sighatures.

Like Norton, Porter died young; but before his death. in 1866,he
played the major role in bringing. the firsts); the Sheffield benefac-

ti048 to Yale (they totalled over a'Millian dollars.) and also to get
f

the Connecticutlegislatureto.assign the federal,grant of 1862 to
what had meanwhile became the Sheffield Scientific School.?

This

additional financing made possible the appointment of two professors
of agriculture -- Samuel W. Joihnson and William H. Brewer both of

whom had also studied in Germany with the pivotal Liebig.
Johnson and BreVet hot °illy established the nation's first agri-

cultural experiment stet*

dozen yeara before the Hatch Act of

1887 created one in ea

.

t i4stituiion,'but they also'Uadar,

took extensive investigations and extramural stryices.

Johnson, for

exaniPlej did the research which led to the Connecticutlaw Of 1869

requiring that the composition of fertilizers be labelled on theirk
coutainers,-a pioneering effort later followed over the country 441
making Johnson the founder of agricultural regulatoryprocedures,
Brewer in turn became perhaps the leading American a thority on

cereals, and, amongmany other studies, Carried out,

vestigatons

for the federal government an the manufacture of glu °Se Elugarf
starch, the.scatgfium sugar industry, and the preserve ion- of the'fb est

1. He married Sheffield's daughter.

2. Sheffield continued to be the land-g
t,college'ort00 state umtil 1893 when the legislature transf reed the .federal funds to the
antecedent of the present University of Connecticut.
c:"

113

resources of the country.

Before the maturation of the magnificent agricultural schools
of publicly- supported Universities like Cornell and California and

those:in-thepliddle West,. Yale agriculrists for a brief period had

prerempent status.
field.

By no means, _however, did they monopolize the

Other chemists as well as geologists and botanists did no

ro

1ess significant Work.

Those on the faculties of private institu-

tions included James C. Booth of the University of Pennsyliania who
worked an sugar and molasses, Eben H. Horsford of the Lawrence Scientific School at Harva

who in 1861 wrote the definitive book on

breadmaking and who also developed processes.for the manufacture Of
baking powder and conden ed milk, and George H. Cook of Rutgers who

did studies of the-salt
a

Salt Company.

eposits in central New York for the Onandaga

Professors on the faculties or state universities founded

before the passage of theaand-grant legislation of 1862 included the
47.

controversial Thames Cooper of South Carolina , whose extensive studies

feincluded some ow-tetts for arsenic, John W. Mallett of AlabPma and
Virginia who in 1862 published a major work on the cultivation of
cotton, and E. W. Hilgpxd who in Mississippi before the CivirWar,be.

came the country's fdremost authority on soils.

*Even though I have barely scraped the top of the subject, perhaps
I have written enough to justify the generalization that for well over

a century

efican agriculture has been the beneficiary of the instruct"

tion, researc

Colleges and

pnd services initiated by and conducted in American

#versities.: Workihg against the classics-oriented
/.

irt

convictions
of/the majority of their colleagues, professors of agri.culture and related subjects-succeeded in integrating American

17

17

edu atian with the.life of the nation at the strategic point of phyS-.
ical 'survival and nutritional health.

Further, they helped prepare

the way for the flowering of the camprehensive university visualized
by Diderot in 1776.

In sum, they establishea patterns whose values

to the United States and, indeed, to the world cannot possibly be
calculated.

Industry

In an 1894 anthology describing "the existing conditions of the

United States," its editor andtchief author, Professor Nathaniel S.
Shaler of Harvard, wrote that 'tit is in the profession of the engi-

neer

that our people have trade the greatest advances."1

The

first engineering feat toatt

ct the attention of the world and to

instill pride in Americans s

s to have been the Erie Canal bogie& on

July.4, 1817 and opened lat' in October, 1825.

At least two college

professors played a significant part in the achievemeht -- John Kemp
of Columbia College and Professor Athos Eaton of a small medical
school in Vermont.

I have not been able to discover whether Professor Kemp origi.

*muted the idea of the canalbut it seems clear that he first sug-

gested it to the man -who later became its chief Protagonist:

Kemp,

a graduate of the Uniersiti of Aberdeen and professor of ma-Ulna-tics,
natural philosophy, and geography at Columbia beginning in 1786, knew
about the canal constructed in 1750 frdm Manchester to Worsleyin

1. The United States of AmeriCa, 1894, 2:630-31.

sat
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Lancashire and undoubtpdly about other European canals.

His 1cricwr7

ledge of geology and geography made him, see. the practicality of a
waterway Connecting. the Great Laked and the Hudson,

d his enthu-

'slam for the idea inspired his student DeWitt Clinton.

Later K

toured various routes with. Clinton and other members ofthe Canal
4Cammission.and: helped select the one eventually followed.

Amos Eaton

in turn made geological and agricUltural studies preparatory to the
digging.
.

A yearbefore the inaugur;r1lon-of the Erie Canal, Eaton became

r.

,e

the senior pro essor at the schooffounded in Troy,'New York, thatdeveloped into the first American center,` other than West Point which
had been established in 1802, for the training of'engineers.

Stephen

Van Rensselaer, the large-minded patroon who organized and financed
the school (in 1861 it took its present name of the Rensselaer Poly-

-- technic Institute) projected it\rimarily "to qualify teachers

.

.

.

in the application of experimen t'1 chemistry, philosophy, and natural

history to agriculture, domestic

Canopy, the arts and manufactures."1

In this purpose Rensselaer succeeded Spectacularly, "the majority of
.

naturalists and engineers who were teachers 1. Practitioners-in,the.,United Stated" in 1850 being its alumni. 2

Many of them had previously

graduated. from Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and other "literary seminar,

.

les"- in'the eastern states making. Rensselaer in fact if not in name

1. R. P. I. Bulletin, March, 1940, 7.
2. Ray Palmer Baker, A Chapter in, American Education, 1924, 7..
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,,,,,the nation's first graduate school.

Before the war between the states, West Point also supplied the
'nation with a la:rge number of "civii" engineers, the most important
0

being George Washington Whistler of the Class of 1819 and father of
the famous painter.

The Army assigned Whistler to railroad engineer-

ins; and after his resignation in 1833 his work building a railroad

through the Berkshires led representatives of the Czar to select'him
to build the first Russian railroad-and Construct fortifications and
bridges.

Everyone knows of Whistler's portrait of his mother, but

the general ignorance ofhia father even among historians testifies
to the low esteem that he and other utilitarian achievers still have

in the eyes of many members of "the republic of.letters."
Some edutators, howev'er, early saw the n6ed of education for what

the Land Grant College ACt called "the industriaInclassep"; and they
,

joined forces with leading citizens like*Van Rensselaer to promote
and dignify it.

Brioirn University and Union'College together furnished

/
two of the most important of these educators -- E liphalet Nott, a

vraduate of Brown and Preiddent of,Union1*.sixty-two years begin.

ning in 1804, and Francis Wayland, a graduate,, of Union and president

of Brown from 182740 1855.

Nott also served as president, of R.P.I.

during the period in which,it,made'engineering its chief concern, and

1. The nineteenth century. French entapologist,Benri Fabre wrote that -.
historians "knOW the names of the king's bastards" but scorn 'to
speak of the plowed fields by which we-thrive."
In recent decades
social historians have extended the range of academic history, -buts
the neglect' of-the "useful arts and sciences" continues among not
a few professors. of history.
The American_Mind by Henry Steele
Commager, for examplei includes nothing about the thinking and.work
of those concerned with agricultural, industry, and other technical
pursuits.
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at Union he organized the first scientific and engineering courses in
a traditional American college.

Wayland wrote the most perceptive

and influential book about American higher education to be publidhed
before the Civil War and therein included passaged like the following:-

9

.
.
. a very large class of our people have been deprived Of
participation in the benefits of higher education. It ha been
almost impossible in this country, for the merchant, the echable, the manufacturer, to educate his son, Veyond the ourse of
a common ac decoy unless he gave him the eduction prep ratcry
to a profes ion .
.
Bow the class of society. that s thus
left unprov ded for, 'Constitutes the bone and sinew, the9ivery
choicest portion of this or of any camaunitys.. .
of
the very highest importance0.on every account, that this .portion
of a people ehould possess everytfncility for the acq0iiition

of knowledge ndintellectual,didcipline9-Y
4,

Five years act `r the appearance of Wayland's book they Yale School
1

of Chemistry,-earlier cited, came upon th4'scenef and the same year

//

so too did the Lawrence .S ientific SchooT, of Harvard.

to "the application of
,4rother "literary

ence to the useful artd."

Both attended
Soon thereafter

inaried" organized comparable sub-structures; and'

during the game period a'number of uni;tary schools of science and

engineering also emerged.

The most famous of the latter, Massachuset

Institute -o' Technology; got its charter the year before the passage

of the Morrill Act.

Its chief promoter, William Barton Rogers, had

quit the faculty of the University of Virginia sane years earlier t'

Campaign forits establishment.
ROgersx one of four eminent sons of Patrick K. Rogers' who
taught natural philosophy and chemistry at Williaft.and Mary, had.long

1. Francis Wayland, Mol.ghts on
United States, 18420 154.
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been concerned with engineering and manufacturing problems; and in.
1848 he'had publithed his Strength of Materials and in 1852 his Elements
of Mechanical Philosophy, both pioneering works.
V.

His older brother

Jgmes Blythe Rogers had similar interests and, beginning in 1827,
served as chemist for a manufacturing firm in Baltimore while teaching
the subject in a local medicallschool.

His numerous articles reported

experiments concerned with arsenis poidoning, the voltaic battery,,
and the solubility of copper in,hydrochloric
The greatest strides in technology came not from the work of
the handful, of Professors who bucked the prevailing literary tradi-,

Um of the colleges but from little- schooled "practical" men who
did the p1k of- the canal and railroad building of the period,-who
construo d turnpikes and iiridges, and who invented -te machines and
devices

upon4ich

chiefly rested.

the lataf.technologibal success of the cOuntry

Two professors, however, are. numbered among the,

fourteen men whose 'twelve inventions the United States Patent Offioe-

listed in 1936 as the greatest made by,Americanp during its first
century -- Samuel F. B. Mors Who.held'the title of professor 'of lit -

erature and fine arta at the institution which grew into New York
University but who neverperforkned its functions, and Alexander Graham'
.

Bell, professor of vocal physiology at Boston Craver

-the'othera

*: Three or

Whitney, George Westinghouse, and Charles M. Hall
,,.

,

.

who invented the prbcese for making aluminum -- had attended college'
where unsung professors cultivated their interest in science and its

1. Yale, Union, and Oberlin respectively.
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applie tions. -The remaining ninel were what Lewis Mumford has called
rs and mechanics."
Before the deVelopment of 'the mighty engineering schools to whOse

quickening the Morrill Aotso considerably contributed, profepsors on
tie faculties of established collleges performed fundamental techno;
logical services.
,

\

As far as I can discpver, no one has investigated

I

,,,
,

this topic extensively, but'in all probability such a study would
identify

more than the seven'professors whOSe activities I

summar/ze berdw:

James Curtis Booth, ProfeSsorof,Chemistry pplied to the Arts
at the University of Pennsylvania beginning ixl 18511 whO did
Imclo, studies-of minerals, especially of,l.ron, as well as of

the refining of sugar and the manufacture of molasses.

George J. !rush, Professor of Metallurgy beginning in 1.855 and
later Director of the Sheffield Scientific School, whose work on
miner:all, won him recognition in England, Scotrand, and Germany
as well ,as in the United-States.

Walcott Gibbs, Professor.at C.C.MY. before going'in 1863 to

the F

ford Professorship of the Application of Science to the

Useful Arts, at theLawrence.ScientifWbchool.

Another one of

Liebig' ,students, he did classicalinveAttgations on'thp complex coMpounds of cobalt and later of a series of other metals.
4.
Al

'Thomas A. Edison, Johnjitchend Robert Fhlton, Charles Goodyearr---L---Elias HOwe, Cyrus MCCOmnick,:'Otto Mergenthaler, and the Wright
Brothers.

23
.William M. Gillespie, Professor of Civil Engineering at Union,

whose 1847 A Manual of the Principles and Practices of RoadMaking and 1855 Treatise'on Land-Surveying-continued to be
standard works long after his death in 1868.

JAmes-

nwick, Professor of Natural Philosophy and Experimental

Chemiistty at Coludbia,. who wrote A Treatise

on theSteamAngine

in 1830 and Applications of the Science o:4.Mechanics

Practi-

/al Progress in 1,840 andyhollid extensive Consultation work for
.

the'United States governt, arid for railroad builders.'

-Benjamin Silliman, Jr. of Yale who_helped.pharles Goodyear todevelop the method of vulcaniiing-rUbber and wilose researches

led to'the establishment of use petroleum industry.
.

.

J. Lawrence Smith, Professor of Chemistry at, the University of

Virginia, who before the Civil War served as adviser to't6
Turkish government on cotton culture and who .while in-Turkey

discoveredcoaland emery deposits which mved of considerable
economic value to that- country.

My present graduate students include a Yale bachelor of mechanical
,

engineering, and I hope to be 'able to interest him. in investigating

more thoroughly the services performed for American industry by college'
and university engineers and othei professors.

Meanwhile, these notes

about the a6complishients of. institutions in operation befoiethe

passage ofd the Morrill Act evidence the interest of at least some of

their faculty.meEbers -- and of the administrators who appointed and
supported them "-- in the problems and needs of .their pregnant times.

6
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Summary andcbonclus:ion.

During the ninety-eight years since. Abraham Lincoln signed the

Land Grant College Act, American collleges and universities have prO-:
digiouzly expanded and extended the activities begun even earlier by

Pr'

-

.alert pioneers No longer do they limit themselves tIrtb.e polite
--

learning of interest'tothe republic of letters.

Their services for

agriculture and industry sketched here illustrate developientt and'

a. achievements not only in the "utefl arts and,4iences".but also in
the fundamental knowledge underlying them and mOdern civilization
generally.

in sum, Americanihigheredunation has become integrated
4

with every concern of the nation that requires
and advanced training.
,

Especially sincethe end of the second Arid War, moreover, American academic experts have increasingly made their kno0-how availq

/

S

able to less favored people's',

Long ago pretcient students ofAmericap

life foresaw this development and its implicptions.' Witness& first)
the concluding partgraph

article-entitled "The New Education"

by Charles W. Eliot, the young chemist who a few weeks after
its pilblication early in 1869 became president of Harvard, and second,

a statement written by Alexis de Tocqueville in 1835.

Wrote Eliat.:0

Americans mustnot sit down contented,WkaiAteir potition along
the industrial' nations.

/,'.N

We haye inherited. civil liberty, social mobility, and immense native resources. The:adVentages
we thus ho d over the European nations ark inestimable. ,lhe
questions, not how much our freedom can do for us unaided,
butiaowAuch We can help freedom by judicious education: We
appreciate better than we di.d ten years ago that true proeen
in this country means progress for the'world. In.organizing
the new education, we'do,not labor for OA-sell/et alone.1

1. The Atlantic Monthly, March, 1869, p. 367.

2'
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N4,
De Tocqueville concluded the first volume of his Democrat
as follows:

.

Ather,

o

.

There are,-:at the present time, two great nations In the wor wt,
0 which seem.-to tend iowards the same end, although they'htart
4 frap different points:. I allud9, tOthe Russians and.the,Alteri,:
'eans.
poth of them have grown up unnoticed, and why.
e
attention'of mankind'was isected elsewherel
aye6 suddenly.

assuiedalmost prom
world learned their

ent' p`laas amongst the rations; and' the

'

istence and their greatness at almost

the otame time.,

All other nations seem to have nearly reached the r,paturai
lihits and only to be charged= with thermaifttenan
th0:24
power; but these-are still in the act'ofgrowt4 .
The
Anglo-Ameritan relies-upon personal interest to-atcangish,histi-_,
ends, and fiives free scope, to the unguided exertions and ;cannonsense of thd citizendfthe Russian centers all the authority of°
society in a single -arm: the principal-instrument of the formtr
'is freedom; of the 14tter servitude. Theinstarting-pointa
are different, and their curses are not the same, yet each of
them seems to be marked out VY theNtfill of Heaven to sway they
destinies of ha f. the elobe,:lt
4

of

It does not rdquirp ge(ilerspicacity of

de Tocqueville to:can'

Nprehend the desirability if not necessi y during ,thts pcet-sputnik

era of

Eliot'd epigrarenpatic declaration thh

labor for ourselves alone."

TheJmw Educators never ha:

out American COilleges and universiti

:

44 in tlibir outposts over the world..,,

1. The Colonial Press 1899 edition, 1:441-42.

vcrk

nd happi
'4

6%

their adherents multiply thzo

!lye do not
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